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Abstract 

After the reform of the new college entrance examination, in order to adapt to the course 
selection mode (3+1+2) of the new college entrance examination, many academic 
arrangements in high schools need to be adjusted accordingly, including examination 
arrangements. The traditional manual method of arranging examination affairs is prone 
to problems such as cumbersome tasks, low work efficiency, and poor information 
sharing. Therefore, making a process-based and network-based examination 
arrangement system appears to have practical application value and social benefits. This 
article starts with the "3+1+2" new college entrance examination model, in view of the 
problems of traditional examination arrangements, comprehensively uses knowledge of 
database design, software design and software development, from Modal, View to 
Controller, and introduces how to use Java Develop a test arrangement subsystem that 
meets functional requirements. 
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1. Introduction 

The "3+1+2" model of the new college entrance examination[1], "3" is the national unified 
examination subject language, mathematics, foreign language, all students must take the test; 
"1" is the preferred subject, candidates must be in the high school level examination of physics 
and history Choose one of the subjects; "2" is the re-selected subject. Candidates can choose 
two subjects from the four subjects of chemistry, biology, politics, and geography. 

With the reform of the new college entrance examination, the high school teaching mode and 
educational administration arrangements need to be adjusted accordingly[2]. The traditional 
manual method of arranging educational affairs is inefficient. Nowadays, informatization, 
networking, and intelligence are highly popular, and computers can be used to replace manual 
tasks to complete these boring and tedious tasks[3-5]. The examination affairs arrangement 
subsystem designed in this paper takes the reform of the new college entrance examination as 
the background, and on the basis of adapting to its new course selection mode, it can efficiently 
complete the high school examination affairs arrangement work. At present, the main functions 
of the examination management system include the management and release of online 
examination information, invigilation information, and candidate information[6-13]. In order to 
study how to design and implement these functions, the article discusses the requirements, 
design, and Implementation and testing. The functional and robustness test results show that 
the system functions are basically completed, and the operation is stable and reliable. 
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2. Functional Requirements 

According to user roles, the main functions of the examination arrangement subsystem can be 
classified as follows: 

Exam arranger: 

(1)Manage exam information, such as exam name, exam grade, number of candidates, exam 
date, exam type, etc. 

(2)Manage exam session information, such as exam course name, exam start/end time, etc. 

(3)Manage exam room information, such as exam room number, number of candidates, 
start/stop exam number, location of the exam room, etc. 

(4)Manage candidate information, such as candidate student number, candidate name, 
candidate number, etc., automatically generate candidate information(also supports manual 
modification). 

(5)Manage invigilation information, automatically generate invigilation information(also 
supports manual modification). 

Ordinary teacher: 

(1)Query unfinished exam information. 

(2)Query exam session information. 

(3)Query examination room information. 

(4)Query invigilation information. 

(5)Query candidate information. 

Student: 

(1)Query unfinished exam information. 

(2)Query exam session information. 

(3)Query examination room information. 

(4)Query candidate information. 

In addition, the basic functions such as login, registration, and access control are not the core 
part of the examination arrangement subsystem, and the description is not focused here. 

3. System design and implementation 

3.1. Key technology selection 

The current educational administration management systems are mostly B/S systems. Its 
advantages are that users are free of installation, have more convenient experience, zero 
maintenance on the client side, simple development, easy system expansion, adaptation to 
mobile and PC terminals, good cross-platform compatibility, and examination The arrangement 
subsystem is a subsystem of the educational administration management system, so the B/S 
architecture adopted during development[14]. The front-end and back-end separation 
development model is adopted. The front-end framework is Vue, the UI framework is AntDesign, 
the back-end development language is Java, the framework selected is SpringBoot, the database 
is MySQL, the security framework is Shiro, and the caching technology is Redis. They are all 
popular technologies nowadays. 

3.2. Modal layer design 

Model layer design is a process of logical abstraction of related data. When designing a database, 
consider the relationship between entities. For example, the relationship between exam 
information and exam session information is one-to-many, and the relationship between exam 
session information and exam room information is many-to-many. In the traditional 
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examination arrangement, students have only two modes of selecting courses (Liberal Arts 
Comprehensive/Science Comprehensive) except for the required courses (Chinese, 
Mathematics, English), as shown in Figure1. 

 

 
Figure1: Traditional course selection model 

 

In the traditional examination arrangement, candidates can be arranged in a fixed examination 
room during the examination, and there will be no examination time conflicts. For example, 
students who choose Liberal Arts Comprehensive or Science Comprehensive can take the exam 
in the fixed examination room No. 1, and the new college entrance examination reform Later, 
as students’ selection of courses has become more flexible, there are 12 courses in addition to 
mandatory courses (Chinese, Mathematics, English), as shown in Figure2. 

 

 
Figure2: Course selection mode after the reform of the new college entrance examination 

 

After the selection of courses becomes more flexible, the examination room and examination 
time arrangement of the candidates cannot be fixed as in the traditional way. In order to avoid 
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the conflict between the candidates in the examination time, the examination of each course 
must be arranged separately, and this also makes the examination room of the candidates 
unable to be fixed. Except for Chinese, Mathematics, and English exams, for each exam, the exam 
time must be mutually exclusive. The exam room and exam number of the same candidate when 
facing different exam items are different. For example, when testing Chinese, the exam room It 
is Examination Room No. 1, and the examination number is 0101, while in Physics, the 
examination room is No. 3 Examination Room, and the examination number is 0305. 

In view of the above considerations, when designing the database, it is necessary to link the 
candidates, the examination venues, and the examination room. The final E-R diagram of the 
entire examination arrangement is shown in Figure3. 

 
Figure3: Exam module E-R diagram 

 

3.3. View layer design 

View layer design is the process of considering how to represent the data model externally. A 
data model can correspond to one or more views. Taking into account the different operating 
permissions of users in different roles, the pages displayed after users in different roles enter 
the system are not exactly the same. Roles with management permissions can add, delete, and 
modify exam information, exam session information, exam room information, candidate 
information, and invigilation information Search, and only the role with query permissions can 
only query the above information, so some buttons need to be hidden when designing the page. 
In order to adapt to multiple screen sizes, the page layout should also be a responsive layout to 
adapt to mobile and PC. 

When performing delete and update operations, you need to ask the user if they are sure, and 
inform the consequences of this operation, so as to prevent the user's mistaken operation and 
restore unnecessary losses. 
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3.4. Control layer design 

The control layer is the link between the model and the view. It receives external information 
passed in through the view, interprets the user's actions, and maps it to the process of model 
execution. It controls the interaction between the model and the view, and determines the 
user's operation Response process. This part determines which APIs the backend exposes to 
the frontend, and also determines the ways users can manipulate data. 

3.5. Automatically arrange candidates algorithm design 

After the reform of the new college entrance examination, the examination room and 
examination number corresponding to each examination of the examinee are different. Under 
this prerequisite, the algorithm flow for automatically arranging examinees is designed as 
follows: 

The user selects the exam item that needs to be arranged (for example, the test course: Chinese, 
the test start time: 2020-07-01 08:00:00, the test end time: 2020-07-01 10:30:00), and query 
all of them through the database Examination room, at the same time query the students who 
have selected this exam course, considering the actual needs, it may be necessary to arrange 
the candidates according to their scores, so the queried students are sorted according to the 
previous exam results, and then part of the information of the exam (For example, test name, 
test course name, test start time), test student information (such as student number, name) and 
examination room information (such as examination room number) are linked to generate 
candidate information (exam name, exam course name, exam room number, student student 
number), Candidate's name, exam number, exam start time), and finally inserted into the 
database, the flowchart is shown in Figure4. 

 

  
Figure4: Flow chart for automatically 

scheduling candidates 
Figure5: Flow chart of automatic proctoring 
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3.6. Automatically arrange invigilation algorithm design 

The algorithm flow for automatically arranging proctoring information is as follows: 

The user selects the exam that needs to be scheduled, and the back-end queries the exam venue, 
exam grade and other information through the exam id, and obtains the teacher information of 
the grade through the exam grade, uses the data to generate invigilation information using a 
specific algorithm, and finally inserts it into the database , The flowchart is shown in Figure5. 

When associating teachers with the examination room, consider the actual needs. For example, 
if you want to let the Chinese teacher invigilate the Chinese or mathematics teacher invigilate 
the mathematics as much as possible, and hope that the teacher can invigilate the exams equally. 
In order to meet the above needs, the program needs three rounds of invigilation: 

First round: First, associate the teacher's teaching course with the session corresponding to the 
exam course name. In addition, in order to evenly arrange the invigilation, during the traversal 
process, the end point of the previous traversal is used as the starting point of this traversal. 
The specific algorithm flow is as follows: 

The pre-invigilation information is shown in Figure6. 

 

 
Figure6: Automated invigilation process1 

 

Among them, the gray cells indicate unused examination rooms. For example, only 6 
examination rooms are required to fully accommodate all students who have selected 
"Geography". The subsequent examination rooms 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11 do not need to arrange 
geography exams. So there is no need to arrange for invigilation. 

The proctoring information after the first round of automatic arrangement is shown in Figure7. 

The advantage of this arrangement is that every examination room has an invigilator as much 
as possible, and at the same time it also allows the invigilator to invigilate the exam courses 
taught by himself. 

Second round: Based on the results of the first round of arrangement, traverse again and 
supplement the vacancies after the previous round of arrangements. The rule is to randomly 
select teachers from the same examination room to supplement the vacancies. 

The invigilation information after the second round of automatic arrangement is shown in 
Figure8. 

The advantage of this arrangement is that the teacher can invigilate the exams equally, and at 
the same time, for the sake of humanity, it can make the teacher move as little as possible. 
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Third round: Manual adjustments. Those who are not satisfied with the automatic arrangement 
of the program can be adjusted manually. At the same time, the physical education teacher, 
music teacher or other teaching staff can be arranged for invigilation. 

 

 
Figure7: Automated invigilation process2 

 

 
Figure8: Automated invigilation process3 
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4. System test 

Basic functions include login, test information (including test session information), test taker 
information, (batch) entry, (batch) deletion, modification, and query of test information. 
Different roles can view different menus and pages, and illegal access will prompt the page not 
found. 

The running results of the automatic arrangement of candidate information and automatic 
arrangement of invigilation information are in line with actual needs, and have obvious 
advantages in work efficiency compared to traditional manual methods. 

System test results are shown in Figure9 to Figure12. 

The test results show that: the basic functions of the system are complete, basically in line with 
actual needs, and the system is stable, robust, and can achieve the expected results. 

 

 
Figure9: Test result graph1 

 

 
Figure10: Test result graph2 
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Figure11: Test result graph3 

 

 
Figure12: Test result graph4 

5. Conclusion 

This article mainly discusses the design and implementation of intelligent examination 
arrangements under the background of the new college entrance examination from three 
aspects: database design, view layer design and control layer design of the MVC architecture. 
Through this system, teaching workers can arrange examination affairs online and release the 
information to the teachers and students of the whole school in time. The arrangement of 
candidates with the largest workload and invigilation arrangements are automated through 
this system. The project team chose Java as the back-end development language, SpringBoot 
and Vue as the development framework, MySQL as the database, and adopted the development 
model of separation of front and back ends to complete the entire system. The test results show 
that compared with the traditional manual method, this system greatly improves the work 
efficiency of academic staff. 
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